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Student's right to loan default jeopardized by bills
By Eric R. Chabrow
Special Assignments Writer
Legislation before both houses of
Congress, if approved, would reslricl a
student's right to declare bankruptcy
on a federally guaranteed student loan.
The proposed legislation could
affect 1,187 University students who
firumce their college education, in
part.
through
guaranteed loan
programs.
Government guaranteed loans are
made to students through lending
institutions or colleges. If a student
defaults on a loan, the government will
pay back the loan.
Proponents of the anti-bankruptcy
amendment, including its House
sponsor. Rep. John Erlenbom (R-III.I.
say students have a moral obligation to
pay the loan because if they go into
bankruptcy, taxpayers' monies will
have to repay the loans to lending
institutions and colleges.
However, the bills' opponents say
the proposed legislation treats students
differently than other citizens and
therefore is unfair, and possibly,
unconstitutional.
The House and Senate bills state
that
guaranteed loans can be
dischaigcd by bankruptcy only after a
five-year period, which commences the
first day the loan is to be repaid The
House version also includes a provision
that during the five-year period "such
loan may be relieved only if its
payment from future income and
other wealth will impose an undue
hardship on the debtet or his
dependents."
Students have 10 years to repay
guaranteed loans.
Carolyn Sladek. an administrative
assistant to Erlenbom. denies that
students are being treated as a separate
class because the loans are subsidized
by taxpayer!
"Wc have found in the hearings on

the Student Assistant Program that
they (former student defaulters) have
an education, they become lawyers
and doctors, and they should pay,"
she said.
"Maybe they cannot immediately
find a job in a given field, but other
jobs are available and there is a great
potential for employment," Sladek
said.
Sladek suggested that graduates
should seek unskilled positions if they
cannot find other employment in
order that the loans can be repaid.
But employment is not always
available.
Ilsa Thomas. University Student
Loan
Collection
director, said
bankrupt students always cannot find
jobs. "Students leave here with a large
loan, they go out into trie job market
and the jobs are not available," she
said.
Sladek also discounts a statement
by Rep. James O'Hara (D-Mich.) that
says Erlenborn is creating an imaginary
scandal by suggesting curbs on student
bankruptcy.
O'Hara, the House Post secondary
Education Subcommittee chairman,
said Erlenborn's amendment is "a
disenminatory remedy for a scandal
which
exists primarily in the
imagination."
But Sladek said Erlenbom is only
preventing a scandal. "The whole idea
(of the legislation) is to prevent a
problem
that
could
become
significant." she said.
Sladek said students do not intend
to declare bankruptcy when they seek
loans. "I doubt that they have it in
mind when they take out the loans,"
she said. "But when several students
ate successful, the word gets around
and others do it."
■ Jim
Harrison.
Postsecondary
Education
Subcommittee
staff
director, said there is no statistical
proof that students enter bankruptcy

more than other citizens. He said
student bankruptcy has increased
during the past sevetal years, however,
bankruptcy for all other classes also
has increased.
"It's part
of Jetty
Ford's
prosperity." Harrison said.
Harrison
said
most
lending
institutions oppose the proposed
legislation
because they believe
students should be treated as other
citizens. The staff director said many
congressmen are being pressured by
lenders, such as some colleges, which

lend money only to students, to enact
the anti-bankruptcy amendment.
Harrison said the court-controlled
bankruptcy procedure is utilized only
as a last resort and believes students
should not be treated differently.
"Bankruptcy isn't something you
do to get scot-free." he said. "You
walk away without much left,
including your good name."
Harrison said existing federal
bankruptcy laws only treat frauds and
felons differently than other citizens.
But if the proposed legislation is

Almost heaven

enacted, students will be classified in
that same category.
About $8 billion has been lent to
about 8 million students through
federal guaranteed loan programs
during the past nine years, Harrison
said. During that period, he said
two-tenths of one per cent of the loans
made defaulted through bankruptcy or
about 16.000 loans. He said it involved
less than three-tenths of one per cent
of the money involved or about $24
million.
If a student defaults on a state

2,300 seniors all gathered together in jubilation can
only mean one thing -they 've finally been graduated.
Three hundred and five honor students were among
the
graduates at the
University's spring

guaranteed
loan.
the
federal
government will pay the lending
institution 80 per cent of the loan.
The University is responsible for
one-ninth of the loan if a student
defaults. Thomas said.
Thomas said the University only
averages about one bankruptcy a
month for all loans, government and
non-government
backed
grants.
Moreover, she said only three of 37S
government guaranteed loans during
the past three years have been affected
by bankruptcy.

commencement ceremonies June 12 at (he stadium.
Journalist Tom Wicker of the New York Times gave
the keynote address. (Photo courtesy of the Key I

Trustees okay pay increases for faculty members, administrators
By Martynn G. Hewitt
Staff Reporter
Eorty-live faculty members and top
administrators each will be receiving
$30,000 or more a year as a result of
the salary increase proposal approved
by the Board of Trustees on June 12.
The average salary increase for
faculty including cist of living
adjustment.
men!
increase and
promotions is 8.8 pet cent; the average
tor top administrates is 6.4 per cent,
and the average increase fix all other
non-faculty
contract
staff
is
approximately 7..' to 7.4 per cent.
"The averages across the state will
be pretty comparable,"- said Dr
Michael R. Ferrari, vice president of
resource planning. "We are probably
above average "
Charles E. Shanklin. president of
the board, said a two-hour executive
session was held to discuss personnel
matters, one of the subjects public

agencies may discuss behind closed
doors under Ohio's sunshine law. The
sunshine
law encourages
open
meetings.
Some trustees questioned the
granting of merit increases to almost
everyone based on the philosophy that
any faculty or staff member worth
retaining should be worth at least a
small merit increase. Moore said.
Ferrari said faculty members are
judged on their performance in
teaching, research and public service.
The increase was approved six to
one. There were no amendments.
Trustee Norman J. Rood cast the
only negative vote after expressing his
concern over rising education costs,
but did not object to the particular
raises. He said if the University cannot
find ways to cut costs now, there will
be a serious problem in several years
when national college enrollments are
expected to decline.

l-ra/ier Reams Jr. and Donald G.
Simmons, were absent.
Each year the advisory committee
proposes to the president a sum of
money for all faculty and staff
increases. The president reviews it and
makes a proposal to the boatd in the
spring.
Last month the trustees approved a
$43 million budget for the year
beginning July I, including $I.S

million for faculty and staff pay
increases and resulting retirement
benefits.
About one-half of the money
marked for salary increases was set
aside for across-the-board cost of living
raises of 4.S per cent with the rest
allocated for merit raises.
Each college dean was then
allocated a portion of this money to
recommend merit raises based on

performance of staff members.
Ferrari
said
salaries
for
administrators are based on a
comparative
analysis
of
other
institutions in the state, region and
country. The administration here is
then compared with qualifications and
salaries compiled from the data.
Besides the 45 faculty members and
administrators earning $30,000 or
more a year, there are 82 faculty

members earning $25,000 or more for
a rune-month academic year. Dr.
Ferrari said. If these persons on the
academic year decide also to teach
during the summer they would receive
an additional income based on
approximately 20 per cent of their
academic year salary.
Therefore, there could be over 100
persons receiving $30,000 or more a
year from the University.

Area's major resource problems studied
Erosion and sedimentation are
Wood County's
major resource
problems, according to Eugene A:
Jarecki, manager of the Maumee River'
Basin Level B Study.
Jarecki gave a brief report on study
progress at a meeting of the Great
Lakes Basin Commission yesterday in
Ann Arbor, Mich.

The study contains "detailed
alternatives for solving the resource
problem," Jarecki said.
The study, conducted under the
commission, was begun approximately
two years ago to deal with resource
problems specific to the Maumee River
Basin area. The study area includes
two counties in Lower Michigan, three
in eastern Indiana and 14 in western
Ohio.

The same study report lists a
number of problems and issues in the
Bowling Green-Toledo area.
Erosion results because "intensive
row cropping, fall plowing, limited
return of organic matter, low
permeablity of soils and urban
construction" leave soil unprotected,
the report said. Erosion sedimentation
causes stream and lake turbidity.
Urban sprawl conflicts with prime
agricultural land.

PROBLEMS
IN
the
Wood
County-Lucas County area result
because soils are "poorly drained and
finely textured and must be carefully
managed to avoid economic and
environmental loses," the study's
January 1976 report said.

WATER QUALITY problems, the
report
said,
"include
high
concentrations of suspended solids,
ammonia, and fecal coliform bacteria
and low concentrations of dissolved
oxygen."

The repoit. Jarecki said, contains
two alternatives for each problem, an
environmental
solution and an
economic one, along with the present
day situation to be used for
comparison. These alternatives have
been arrived at through research and a
series of public forums. The
alternatives are being discussed, and no
clearcut solution has been at yet
arrived.
After a series of reviews, the final
report will be presented to the
President and by him to Congress. The
report is expected to be distributed to
various levels of government and
agencies to be used in preparing
resource programs.

Grand jury increases Moody charge
Enters not guilty plea

Defense fund created

By diaries J. Eckstein
News-Copy Editor

A drive to financially aid Paul L. X Moody, junior, in his
defense as he faces in the Wood County Court of Common
Pleas a charge of attempt to commit rape, began shortly
after Moody was arrested and charged in connection with
an alleged attempted rape of a University student in April.
Since its formation, the Paul X Moody Defense Fund has
been successful in raising donations and support for the
effort, Elnor X Stubbs, director of finance for the fund,
said.
THE DRIVE was initiated on behalf of Moody, an
indigent, as a means of providing funding for his "proper
representation," X Stubbs, a stenographer in
ethnic
studies, said.
DONATIONS, which have been received from persons of
various ethnic backgrounds, initially were collected mostly
by word of mouth, she said, and during the first three days
of the fund, $2,512 were received. $1,000 of this amount
was used as a retainer fee for Moody's present lawyer,
Sheldon S. Wittenberg of Toledo.
Since that time, she said the fund has received additional
donations but refused to disclose the amount.
X Stubbs said promises of support also have been
received from people and organizations outside the
University community including students from other
colleges, the NAACP and the Urban League.

Paul L. X Moody, junior, pleaded not guilty Monday in
the Wood County Court of Common Pleas to a charge of
attempt to commit rape in connection with an alleged
attempted rape of a University student on April 19.

Sketch

With all the lovely bodies trying to soak up the son around campus you'd think it
would have been difficult for Robert Barton, graduate assistant in speech, to
concentrate on his sketch of the little red schoolhonK on campus Tuesday
morning. But then, how many lovely bodies are outside at 8:30 a.m.? (Newsphoto
by Larry Lambert)

THE CHARGE, a second degree felony, was increased
from an original charge of gross sexual imposition, a fourth
degree felony, by the court's grand jury following its
indictment of Moody in the case, Common Pleas Judge
Gale E. Williamson said.
A trial date was set for Sept. 28.
The new charge carries with it a possible minimum
sentencing of 2, 3, 4 or 5 years imprisonment, as
determined by the judge's decision, and a maximum of IS
years and a maximum fine of $7,500. The lesser charge of
gross sexual imposition, with which Moody had been
arrested and charged on April 20, carried with it a possible
prison sentence of a minimum of 6 months, I year, 18
months or 2 years and a maximum of 5 years as well as a
maximum fine of $2,500.
Moody, who was released on $5,000 bond on April 27,
was granted a continuance of the release by Williamson.
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summertime blues

eDiTeniaLS
anti-bankruptcy bills:
a hardship for students

I

been trying to find in the library for
nine months in vain now is probably
there-all you have to do is look.

By Bob Bond
Editor

The scenario goes like this.
A middle class student attending college takes out a government guaranteed
student loan. The loan, over a four-year period, totals $1,600. During the four
yean, the student financially overextends himself. After graduation the student
unsuccessfully searches for a job. Nine months later, the student is still
unemployed and other bills begin piling up. In desperation, the student files for
bankruptcy.
At least one University student files for bankruptcy monthly. It is a growing
problem, not only for students, but for all Americans. Bankruptcy is a very
unpleasant expetlence. One government official described bankruptcy as not
"something you do to get scot-free. You walk away without much left, including
your good name."
Congress, however, is on the verge of adopting legislation that would restrict
the rights of students when they declare bankruptcy. Legislation before both
houses would allow a bankruptcy judge to declare a student bankrupt but the
student would still be responsible to repay the federally guaranteed student loan.
Advocates of the proposed legislation say students have a moral obligation to
repay the loans. We agree. Students, as other citizens, make every attempt to
repay their debts. But the advocates want to treat students differently than
other Americans. There is a growing knee-jerk response among supporters of the
legislation that students will do anything in order not to pay a debt.
"I doubt that they have (bankruptcy) in mind when they take out the loans,"
one Congressional staffer said. "But when several students are successful, the
word gets around and others do it."
However, the bills' supporters have no proof that students are acting this way.
according to the House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee, which looked
into the legislation.
Bankruptcy, whether it involves a student or another citizen, is a
court-controlled procedure of last resort. A bankruptcy judge declares a person
bankrupt only after weighing the evidence and when the individual filing for
bankruptcy has no other alternatives.
The US Constitution provides for bankruptcy and a student's constitutional
right would be lessened if the proposed legislation is adopted.
Only two-tenths of one per cent of the 8 million loans made during the past
decade through the federally guaranteed student loan program involved
bankruptcy. The government had to pay lending institutions only three-tenths of
one per cent of the $8 billion lent to students because of defaults through
bankruptcy.
Students are good risks and they should be guaranteed the same rights as
other citizens.
The News urges you to contact your Congressman and Senators and ask them
to oppose the anti-bankruptcy provisions found in HR 14070 and S 2657,
Bowling Green area federal legislators are Rep. Delbert L. Latta, House of
Representatives, and Sen. John Glenn and Sen. Robert Taft Jr., Senate,
Washington, DC, 2051S.

Summer session at the University is
as exciting as watching the grass grow
or the sidewalks crack, right? Don't
believe it. Summer school is what you
make it, and I for one believe you
should make the most of it.
The University did not originate the
nine-month academic year and then
throw in the summer session as an
afterthought. Summer quarter is
intended as a continuing part of the
college student's education and it is up
to the fndividual to take advantage of
the situation.
SUMMER quarter is a unique
opportunity to learn. With only5,000
students attending at one point or
another throughout the quarter, the
summer student will find many more
facilities available that usually are '
crowded during the regular academic
year. For example, the book you have

WASHINGTON-"! divide all works
of literature throughout the world into
those permitted and those written
without permission. The first are so
much garbage; the second sort are
stolen air. I want to spit in the faces of
those writers who write with prior
approval; I want to beat them about
the head with a stick and sit them all
down at a table in Herzen House,
having placed in front of each one a
glass of police tea and given each of
them an analysis of Gornfeld's urine."
- Osip Mandelstam as quoted by
Abram Tertz (Andrei Sinyavsky) in
"The Literary Process in Russia"
(from
"Kontinent,"
Anchor
Press/Doubleday, Garden City, NY,
1976).
In July 1974, an actor of almost
perfect obscurity named Harry Reems
was arrested in New York by the FBI,
dragged off to Memphis, Tenn., where
in due course he was indicted and

to

Lerrera

Our chapter of the Jaycees is
located behind the walls of the state
penitentiary and the membership is
composed of men incarcerated at this
facility. We recently initiated a new
project entitled "A Bright.-1 Day"
which we would like your campus
paper to help us make a success.
There are a great number of men
here that do not have friends or
relatives on the outside with which
they may correspond. Our brighter
day progiam is designed to fill a void
in their lives and brighten their day
each day with a mail call. There is
nothing more discouraging than the
lack of communication with the
outside and receiving mail is one of the

most important things in an inmates
hie.
We would like for you to print a
few names of prisoners in your campus
paper and thus encourage students to
write to these men. We feel that
college students are at a time in their
lives just as we are, that since they are
planning their future they may be able
to help some people help improve
themselves. This is one of the goals of
the Jaycees and we are working for the
improvement of all persons involved.
George M. Smith Jr., 85633,
Project Chairman
John A. Davis, 90847,

Secretary
Larry Harris. 88375
Ray Rentie. 78736
Delmer Reynolds. 90870
Dewayne Ring, 81420
Larry Robinson. 89637
James Russell. 90794
David Farley. 89291

Vernon Coder.

I am in great need for someone to
help
me in my search for
companionship. 1 am in prison and
have been for the last three years. I
have lost all contact with the outside
world, and have no family, nor friends.
1 am very saddened by the fact that no
one seems to care for my lostness. 1
am writing this plea of help in great
hopes that it finds you to be an
understanding person, and that
through your kindness of heart that
you may print my letter in your
school newspaper in hopes that some
understanding person would, take a1
moment of their time to write me a
short letter telling me that, there are
still people in this world that are able
to care. I would enjoy corresponding
with all and any who is concerned.
My name is Edward James Osborne,
140-114, and you may write, too. P.O.
Box 787 Lucasville. Ohio 45648.

86988

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes and encourages all letters to the editor. Letters
may comment on other letters, columns, editorials or may address any
subject a student, faculty member or other reader feels the need to comment
on.
We ask. however, that all letters remain in good taste and in accord with
the laws of libel. No personal attacks on another person will be allowed.
The News maintains the right to edit or reject letters and columns.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten and triple-spaced.
All letters and guest columns must indued the author's name, address and
telephone number and be signed. They can be dropped off or mailed to the
BG News, 106 University Hall. Letters are subject to verification.

trips planned for both summer
sessions. Trips will include visits to
area points of interest such as The
Toledo Museum of Art, The Wood
County Historical Society and Fort
Meigs in Perrysburg.
UAO HAS special events scheduled
all summer in the Union ranging from
happy hours to chicken barbeques.
There also is the possibility of a
concert
for
the
summer
if
arrangements can be made.
One final point: The summer
student can definitely take advantage
of Bowling Green's summer weather.
This area may seem to be located in a
monsoon belt nine months of every
year, but as a native northwestern
Ohioan, I can say safely that the wind
goes on vacation and the sun prevails
throughout most of the summer.
Along with your education this
summer, get out and have some fun
and get some sun. Don't sing the
summertime blues in Bowling Green
this year.

all sorts of obscenity

'lGWXZ TUBA! If IHtY WONT SPEW TO £ IN AfRlKMNS, Wt JUST VN0NT <m t W

Every year the News receives
numerous letters from individuals
incarcerated at area prisons and
reformatories
asking
for
correspondence from people outside
their institutions. The following are
some received recently by the News.

The summer session has been
structured to meet the needs of many
students. For entering freshmen it
provides the opportunity to get a head
start while for others it provides a
chance to catch up. For some like
myself, who don't have a better place
to go, it provides a place to be. It fills
a void.
Whatever your reasons for being
here, the News would like to welcome
all of you aboard.

This summer the University offers a
total of'55 workshops and other
special programs which are scheduled
through Sept. 4. Subjects of these
workshops range from jewelry making
to workshops for coaches, elementary
and secondary school teachers seeking
to improve their skills. Workshops also
will be held throughout the summer
for
marching
band
members,
cheerleaders and majorettes.
In addition to the regular schedule
of summer classes, the University is
offering a biology field camp in Idaho,
field work courses at the Democratic
and Republican national conventions
and a program of Spanish studies in
Madrid, Spain.
ALONG WITH the large variety of
academic programs being offered this
summer, the Student Activities Office
(SAO) and the Union Activities Office
(UAO) are providing numerous events
for the summer student.
Among the many events SAO has
scheduled are a series of movies and

I sincerely hope that you accept my
plea for help, for 1 have no whereelse
to turn.
Thank you in the highest degree,
Edward James Osborne. 140-114

1 am presently confined in the
London Correctional Institution in
London, Ohio. I have been here for
some time now without any
correspondence except with my
family. I was wondering if you would
run this letter in your newspaper so

nine weeks in Memphis How is the
man to earn his living, much less pay
the costs to defend himself against a
prosecution which is said to have cost
the government more than a million?
Dershowitz explains the cost of the
transcripts alone run to thousands and
thousands of dollars. You may send
contributions to Harry Reems Legal
Defense Fund, 120 E. 56th Street,
Suite 1030, New York. New York
10022.)

convicted of "a national conspiracy to
transport interstate an obscene motion
picture."
THE MOVIE was "Deep Throat."
Reems worked on the film one day in
Miami for which he was paid $100
That was his entire connection with
this project. That's all he was paid or
ever will be. He had no participation
or control over its contents or its
editing, nor in its marketing,
distribution or promotion. It is as
though a dwarf, having had sex with
an 800-foot-long, painted billboard
goddess, is now to be punished with
upwards of five years in jail and a
$10,000 fine.
Alan Dershowitz, the famous
constitutionalist who is handling this
wretched Reems' appeal, points out
that when the actor performed his
day's hire in January 1972, "Deep
Throat," however
tasteless and
tedious, was legal. It was only
subsequently that the Supremes
changed the law (the Miller case) so as
to place "Deep Throat" in legal
jeopardy. Thus to avoid committing
the felony for which he now stands
convicted and waiting sentence, Reems
would have had to know in January
J972, «*jt the Court would only
decide In* June of that year. Since the
Supremes themselves can't even
predict when they're going to go on
vacation, that seems a bit much to
expect of an impecunious actor who
has not been ennobled by admittance
to the bar.
The Justice Department in this case
contends that even if the act a man
like Reems is accused of committing is
legal where he committed it, he can
still go to jail. If the movie had been
made in California, where the law is
humble enough not to presume to
regulate
the
conduct
between
consenting adults, it would have done
Reems no good. As long as they say
it's obscene in Armpit, Tenn., or
Pubes, NH, or Petit Teton, Mont., or
Nipple Valley, Pa., they an catch the

that I may have some friends to write
to.
1 would like to write with anyone
who would like to correspond with me
here. 1 have brown eyes, black hair. I
weigh 175 lbs. and am six feet tall. I
am from Brooklyn, New York and
have been staying here in Ohio for
some time now.
I need concern in a place like this
and in turn I am concerned about
anyone out there who would be
willing to correspond with me. I would
like to have the best of friend who
could' understand the outcome of life
within a confinement such as this.
People really don't understand the
output of confinement because all
they ever think is that a guy did a
crime and that is why he is here, but
you never consider the point why was
the crime done.
I have 16 more months here and it
is especially lonely when mail call
comes every afternoon and everyone
gets mail and I don't receive any. I
would very much appreciate it if you
would place this in your newspaper;
thank you.
Melvin L. Posey
P.O. Box 69
S.N. 138-920
London, Ohio 43140

• • •
I would like, to correspond and
exchange letters with any University
student that might be interested in
writing to me. Consequently, if my
request is not inconsistent with any

Nicholas'
von Hoffman

devil under the conspiracy statute.
There being no safety in either time or
space, any time the government wishes
to reach out it can snatch Brando,
Nicholson, Beatty, any actor, and, of
course, any writer-and they are the
most dangerous of the entire artistic
species. You might ask Mandelstam
about that, only he died in the Gulag
Archipelago.
DERSHOWITZ explains that under
the Federal government's theory of
the case, the only way this miserable
Reems might have avoided prosecution
would have been to turn in his
colleagues-the other actors, the
directors, the producer, etc. That's a
great example of Russo-American
juitue for you..You can stay out.of
jail by putting someone else in.
There is another way. The
government can give you immunity for
becoming a state's witness. That's
what they've done with Linda
Lovelace. Linda Lovelace? If Reems is
guilty of an obscene conspiracy, the
Justice Department is guilty of being
grotesque in public.
Dershowitz says the trial record
reveals the judge expressed the hope
that the prosecution would deter other
actors from accepting similar parts.
Would you call that a chilling effect on
free speech or cultural cryology?
If Reems isn't a ruined man, it's a
miracle. The government is now going
after him for his participation in "The
Devil in Miss Jones." Not that they
need have bothered. His trial lasted

policy of your paper, it would be
deeply appreciated if you would have
my name, et al,information published
in your next edition.
Briefly, 1 am a single male from
Columbus, Ohio; I am 26 years old, 5
feet 8 and 170 lbs. 1 have no one in
the world to write to and I am indeed
very lonely. Provided some kind
student might choose to correspond,
the number, 142-143 should be
written in proximity with my name to
insure my personal receipt of the mail.
All letters will be answered
immediately. Any further information
desired in this matter will be
cheerfully forwarded.

HE'S
PUNISHED,
bankrupt,
mortgaged and frazzled even if in 1981
he is finally vindicated in the law
courts. We don't know if some local
Memphis maniac instituted this
prosecution to make a big name for
himself with the local Watch and Ward
Society or whether the word came
down to squash this Reems bug from
the Justice Department itself. What we
do know is that the President is
occupied making speeches promising
he's going to get the government off
our backs while the Attorney General
is meditating which is the most
expedient city to incite a race riot in.
Hell, you say, what a fuss over that
obscene movie "Deep Throat." Well
we need obscenity. There's better,
more serious writing each month in
Playboy or Penthouse than you'll see
in the Washington Post or New York
Times. Obscenity is one of the rich
fertilizers of the arts.
It's as true here as in Moscow.
Listen to Abram Tertz. He's paid for
dirty words with exile:
"Every self-respecting writer of any
significance is a saboteur (hell--no
dynamite!) and as he surveys the
horizon wondering what to write
about, more often than not he will
choose some forbidden topic, be it thelabor camps, the Jews, the KGB or -;
what
else
is
there
that'sforbidden?-sex."
Copyright, 1976, The Washington
Post-King Features Syndicate

Willie L. Brewer, 142-143:
254 West Spring
Columbus, Ohio 43216

I am now a resident of the .Ohio
State Reformatory. I was wondering if
you could place my, letter in your
campus newspaper so that I could
occupy myself with some letters front
your students. Being here I get kind of
lonely and depressed at times. It
would be doing me a favor if you
would help me along.
My home town is Toledo and 1 am
21 years old. If you could find time to
drop me a few lines I would appreciate
it very much.

Thanking you in advance for your
patience and attention to this letter
and also for the privilege of publishing
my request.

Kenneth Conley, 93994
P. O. Box 788
Mansfield, Ohio
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Scholarship fund honors retiring prof
By Joe Schriner
Staff Writer

reflection of how stores feel
about my students in
retailing."

Dr. John R. Davidson,
professor of marketing, has
been honored recently with
a scholarship fund in his
name. He is retiring this
year after 29 years of
service at the University.

Many of his students
evidently hold Dr. Davidson
in high regard, both as a
man and as a professor.
In a letter accompanying
the
Lazarus
donation,
Charles
Y.
Lazarus,
chairman of the department
store, said many former
students of Davidson on the
Lazarus staff have been
"inspired by his teaching
and so impressed with him
as an individual, as an
intellectual, as an educator
and as a man that we would
like to take this opportunity
to pay tribute to a man, not
only of great integrity, but
of
many
skills
and
enormous human assets."

• The fund will be used to
award an annual scholarship
to an outstanding junior
specializing in retailing in
the University's marketing
department. It was started
by a $5,000 gift from
Lazarus, a Columbus based
department store.
Since this initial gift, the
J. C. Penney • Co. and
O'Neils of Akron have also
made contributions. All
three stores have employed
some
of
Davidson's
students.
"I'm highly honored,"
said Davidson. "I feel its a

Davidson's wrinkled brow
and carefully articulated
words mirrored a long
teaching career. He takes a
very practical approach to

his field.
"I try to instill a sense of
values about our free
enterprise system while
presenting a true picture of
the hard work and effort
that is necessary to succeed
in the business world."
Davidson doesn't confine
his teaching just to the
classroom. He has arranged
many field trips, letting the
students
observe
the
business world firsthand.
He is taking his marketing
class to Southwyck Mall
next week. For five years he
taught a "Summer Seminar
On Business Abroad" class.
Each
summer,
from
1967-72, he took his
students to Europe, letting
them see and compare other
business systems.
Chris Bogusz, senior, has
taken two of Davidson's
classes.
She
is
very

impressed
with
the
professor and his leaching
ability.
"He shows so much
interest in his students."
said Bogusz. "He's always
more than willing to help us
out. Hell even, bring in
"help wanted" ads and is
always keeping us up to
date
on
other
job
opportunities in retailing."
A satisfied smile parted
the professor's lips when
asked what has been the
most gratifying experience
of his teaching career.
"To realize that my
students
have
been
successful is enough of a
reward for me. It makes me
feel good when a student
writes me a Christmas card,
telling me of a recent
promotion, or when an old
student taps me on the
shoulder at a homecoming
game just to say, "Hi.

remember me?"
Although he is retiring
this year. Davidson will
remain quite active. He will
continue to be the National
Treasurer of the American
Collegiate
Retail
Association of Teachers.
And he will retain his
positions as secretary for
Bowling Green's Kiwanis
and
First
Presbyterian
church. He is also a member
of the Board of Directors of
Great Scot Supermarkets
and is active in the
University's
investment
club.
After 42
years of
teaching. Davidson's only
wish is. "I hope I have been
successful
in imparting
values, and the proper
attitudes towards work and
something of the strength of
character
that
retail
management requires."

SAO schedules summer events
By Mary Ellen Reimund
Staff Writer

City plans Bicentennial celebration
By Bcv Rogers
Staff Writer
The
Bowling
Green
Bicentennial Commission is
offering a variety of events
in celebration of the
Bicentennial. Events such as
a fashion show and a
fireworks display will be
offered as part of the city's
Fabulous
Bicentennial
Celebration.
A free style show
featuring the types of
clothing worn between
1776 and 1976 will be held
Friday at the First Christian
Church, Haskins and Poe
Roads.

in the Grand Ballroom,
Union. From 4-8 p.m. the
countywide 4-H club will
hold an ice cream social at
the Junior Fair Building,
Wood County Fairgrounds.
From
8-9:30 p.m. a
Bicentennial festival chorus
program
will
present
patriotic,
sacred
and
popular
music at the
fairgrounds. Fireworks will
be displayed at the city park

ROME (APMtaly faced
an intensified political crisis
this week after national
elections that kept the
Christian Democrats on top
but gave them little power
to maneuver in the face of
increased
Communist
strength.
The White House said the
results
offered ' an
opportunity to preserve
democratic government in
Italy, but the initial view
from
other
Western
countries was that the
parliamentary
election
confirmed
the political
deadlock here.
The Communists also
appeared to be increasing
their strength in Pope Paul
VTi backyard, emerging as

SCHEDULED
for
the Fourth" of July will be a
citywide
Bicentennial
worship service, conducted
by the Bowling Green
Ministerial Assoc.at 11 ajn.

Foct Line Summer Hours
Mon.-Thurs.
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J. Typtolpo..
offic. Abb.
oTiUfhl
17 Troduc

The University also will
offer Bicentennial events.
The University will offer an
exhibition of winning quilts
in statewide competition
prior to exhibition across
Ohio.
The
exhibition,
entitled "Ohio Patchwork
'76," will be shown from
August
1-13
and
is
sponsored by a grant from

the National Endowment of
the Arts.
'"The
A me r ican
Revolutionary
Era.
1763-1815," is being taught
by David C. Skaggs Jr..
associate
professor
of
history. Skaggs said this
summer's course has the
largest
enrollment
in
relation to past enrollments
in the course.

"Give me liberty or give me death and things to do foi a
Bicentennial summer at BGSU" were the woids etched on
the cartoon cover of this week's weekly flyer of campus
happenings organized by Richard Lenhart, director of
Student Activities and Organizations.
Campus movies are among many of the scheduled
summer activities included in the flyer, which is published
every Monday and is distributed to residence halls, the
bookstore, Union, library, and Commuter Center. Movies
are popular. Lenhart said, because they provide "an escape
type of entertainment" for students.
THE MOVIES to be shown at 9:30 p.m. Tuesdays in
Danow Hall ate: "The Autobiography of Jane Pittman,"
"Bonnie and Clyde." "Thoroughly Modern Millie." "Wai'

Communist showing may deadlock Italy

Marilyn
McKeevtr,
chairperson,
said
the
Bicentennial
parade
scheduled for Saturday is
expected to draw a large
number of people. The
parade,
to
be
held
downtown, will include
marching bands, floats,
horses and the Banana Splits
characters from Kings Island
amusement park.

1-8 p.m.

at the end of the program.

Dr. John R. Davidson
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the leading party in the
Rome municipal elections
with two-thirds of the votes
counted Tuesday.
The
Vatican-backed
Christian
Democrats
retained their plurality in
both houses of parliament
in the voting Sunday and
Monday.
However. the
Communists made gains at
the expense of smaller
parties whose support the
Christian Democrats have
needed to govern in the
past.
This gives the long-time
ruling party no new options
as they maneuver to form
theii 35th government since
World War II. Diplomats say
it may take up to two
months
to
shape
a
government.
One option is for the
Christian Democrats to try
to rebuild the center-left
coalition with the Socialists,
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Social
Democrats
and
Republicans
which
collapsed in January. But
the Socialists said again
Tuesday they would not
return to the coalition
without the Communists.
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Friday. Junt 25, 1976
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TUBE TOPS

Sunday. June 27. 1976
Students International Meditation Society will meet in the
Faculty Lounge ot the Student Union from 1-4 p.m.
Checking for those practicing transcendental meditation by
appointment, call 352-2074.
RIDES WANTED
Ride needed-Norwalk to
B.G. 2nd term. 668-9720
after 4.
SERVICES OFFERED
PHOTOS-Passport,
I.D.
Applications & portraits.
Call
Hager
Studios,
353-5885.
Potter desires classes in
hand building & primitive
firing. Send information &
phone number to Betty Silt,
R.D.
2,
Superior
St.,
Meadville Pa. 16335. Will be
in Toledo area week of June
21 to discuss.

bdrm.

«^ BABY
SHAMPOO

FANASTIC
MOBILE
HOME 12 x 65. Central air,
appliances, many extras.
140 Gypsy Lane 3520548.
FOR RENT
one bedroom unfurnished
apartment available to rent
beginning immed. a/c, 3rd
floor with private balcony
in University Courts. Util.
pd. 352-5705.

Check our SALE RACKS
for saving* up lo 70%

The Powder Putt
525 Ridge St.
(1st block w. off McDonald)

c£***
..^ 40% OFF
Back Again with over 600 pieces of
AMERICAN
I
INDIAN JEWELRY
^

B
O

B

Mill) and gentle

B
B

500 E. Wooster
"By the Tracks"

2.75

FOR SALE

B

DORSEYS
DRUGS

$

summer qtr. Call 352-0616
or 372-2003.

I
I
I
I
99c

EARN $250 - $500 IN
YOUR
SPARE
TIME!
Details • send stamped,
self-addressed envelope to:
W. Cairns, 1522 Alberta
Street.
Dayton.
Ohio
45409.

own

strlpos and solids

D

HELP WANTED

M. to share bedrm. Full
kitchen privileges. $100 for

For more information,
call Ruth at 352-7993.

MUSICAL RECITALS, reduced-price bowling and
billiard days along wiih a 99<enl picnic lunch special in the
Union oval arc several more scheduled campus happening!
llus summer.
"Planning the lummei program is difficult," said
Lenhart. because of the large numbci ol off-campus and
commuting students. Out of about 5,000 student!
attending summei school only 404 students ire living on
campus according to housing record1.
Mosl campus activities are scheduled In lite d.i\ and earl)
week to adapt lo summei needs. Icnli.ni said Working
with limned budget and MMce are iwo inort problems
Lenhart said he encounters in setting up summei activities

Jewish Student Group will meet tor Shabbat Services
Prout Chapel at 6:30 Friday, June 25, 1976.

M. rmmte.,
352-2876.

will continue to hold Shabbat services in the
summer on Friday evenings at 6:30 pm in
Prout Chapel. The first Oneg Shabbat is
scheduled for this Friday, June 25.

share power with the
Communists, who have not
been
in
a
national
government since lQ47. but
the Christian Democrats
have said they will not form
a partnership with the
Communists.
Washington
strongly opposes such a
government in this NATO
nation.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

WANTED

The Jewish
Student Group

The Christian Democrats
can also try to govern alone,
but without a majority in
the Chamber of Deputies
there would be a constant
scramble for votes.
Finally, they can agree to

Until Dark." "Dirty Harry" .mil "Heart is i Lonef)
llunler."
Movie musicals aie scheduled foi
10 p it Mondays in
210 Math-Science Bldg. with the litst being "South Pacific"
Monday. "King and I." '"Carousel," "State Fair." "Annie
Get Your Gun." "Oliver." "Covet Girl," "Slor) .'i Veinon
and Irene Castle" and "Oklahoma" are .'ilia musical Minis
to be shown.
Anoihei activity scheduled lot lummei is iwo free loun
wilh IranspoilatuMi. The first guided loin . scheduled loda).
is of the Wood County Historical Soclet) . Ihe bus foi the
lour will be leaving from the fronl ol the Union n I 10
p.m.
The oilier tour scheduled loi July 8 Will be lo the Toledo
Museum of Ari's new exhibit IHI American Painting
Theatrical performances Included on the summei list ol
activities are Iwo plays: "Seascape", Jill) 15 17: and
"Lady's Not For Burning." Aug. I"-JI.

I

SHOWING AT THE

Holiday Inn of Bowling Green
1550 WOOSTER STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
ROOM 232-UPSTAIRS

FRIDAY, JUNE 25
SATURDAY, JUNE 26
10 AM TO 9 PM

SUNDAY. JUNE 27
12 NOON TO 7 PM

Zuni, Hopi, Santo Domingo, Navajo and Seneca
Pieces by: Loren Begay, Tony Lowella, David J. Nelson,
The Becente Family, The Thompson Family and many
other signed pieces by the fine craftsmen of the Southwest.
GUARANTEE SLIPS
ISSUED WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

Web Blankenship
OWNER

DEALERS
WELCOME

*
*

S*
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Enthusiasm
Ehren fried enjoys coaching youths
•y Dick Rets
Sporti Editor
HB enthusiasm cm be
meisured by (he swell that
his
body
exerts
from
working so hard.

Or it can be reflected by
the gleam in his eyes.
Yes,
Mike
Ehrenfried
enjoys his two-week job as
director of the basketball
camp,
a
part
of
the
University's
ever-growing
summer sports school for
youngsters.
Completing their
final
week of teaching youths
from ages 11 to 16 the finer
points of the. hoop sport,
Ehienfned and his staff of
four have been pulling in
some long houis on the
Anderson Arena hardwood.
THE
CAMP,
which
attracted 34 boys for last
week's initial session and 56
more for this week's second

session, opens at nine in the
morning and runs until 4
p.m., with a one and a
half-hour lunch (and ret)
break each day.
"I'm doing what I love to
do." said Ehrenfried, who
recently completed his first
season
as
top
varsity
assistant for the collegiate
Falcons. "I love basketball
and I love kids.
"It's kind of relaxing
compared to the hectic time
of
recruiting
and
the
game-to-game pressure of
the (college) season," he
added. "There's no pressure
here. I just run the camp
and work with the kids."
It
starts
with
organization.
"We run them through
regular
routines,"
Ehrenfried explained. "We
begin
with
a
half-hour
lecture in the morning, then
we
do
exercise)
and
conditioning drills. Then for

the next hour, we take them
through different stations
and
rotate
them every
fifteen minutes.
'THE REST of the time
is
devoted
to
games,
one-on-one contests, '21'
contests, obstacle courses
and free throw shooting
contests. At the end of the
week, winners of these get
t-shiits or certificates."
The
youngsters
learn
different aspects of the
game from instructors at
different
stations.
One
teaches shooting, another
ball-handling.
another
defense, and so on. And at
each station, the youths
stay within their own age
group.
"What we try to do is
give
them
as
much
individual
attention
as
possible." Ehrenfried said.
"We try to teach them to do
things that they can practice
on the rest of the summer.

"The kids really want to
learn
and
they
pay
attention. They pay good
money to attend and we
work them hard and make
them get something out of
it.
"But we also have to let
them have some
fun,"
continued the 27-year old
coach. "And we have to
make sure that everyone
gets
enough
attention
because they all pay the
same amount of money to
come here."
WITH PLAYERS at this
age
level,
though,
it's
sometimes rough convincing
them to do what is best for
themselves.
"Hey, the kids come onto
the floor and they do what
they do best." Ehrenfried
said. "But we try to stress
to them to work on their
weakesses. We want to get
them to work on things that
will
make
them
better
all-around
basketball
player*."
And judging from what
he
says,
Ehrenfried's
method must be working.
"You
can
see
the
improvement in the one
week." he said. "In college,
Improvement in a team is
subtle. Here, It's dramatic
It's a nice change from
coaching the college-level
player."
THE
KIDS,
Ehrenfried,
never

said
tire

despite the lengthy practice
sessions that he said would
leave most college teams
complaining.
"They
go
through a
rough schedule and they
work hard at it," he said.
"If
anybody in college
would
go
through
this
workout like these guys do.
they'd
think
we'd
be
working them too hard. It's
amazing how thest kids
bounce back so quickly."

Ehrenfried
said
he
believes working with the
younger players is helping
him become a better coach.
"Every
day.
I
learn
something new, a different
technique of teaching a
certain aspect of the game,
even
if it's
something
small." he admitted. "And,
look, the good players in 10
years in northwest Ohio will
be
coming
from
these
players right here."
EHRENFRIED IS quick
to _ point
out
that
he
couldn't get along with out
the help of his staff, which
includes
former
Falcon
eager Dave Sutton. Findlay
College assistant
Charley
Parker,
HPE
graduate
assistant Jerry Wright and
Del Fry.
Bob Hill, former
BG
assistant
now
at
the
University
of
Pittsburgh,
also
made
a
guest
appearance
last
week.
Foimer soccer player Gary
Palmisano
and
student
equipment manager Floyd

f%mrl§\§ml^%.

Sharpening hb (kibbling skills. this youth is jus! one? of the many
who have participated in the basketball camp.

Patterson, who supervise the
youngsters in the dorm and
direct
their
evening
activities (putt-putt, movies,

Newsphotos by
Larry Lambert

bowling and swimming),
also lend a hand.
"I think I have a great
staff,"
Ehrenfried
said.
"They're all interested in
the kids and they work

Sports staff
welcomes

hard, also."
With enrollment up from
last summer and with an
energetic
director
like
Ehrenfried
running
the
program,
the
basketball
camp should continue to
rise in popularity.
"There's no question that
I get personal satisfaction
from it," Ehrenfried said.
"It's a lot of fun."
If you can drop over to
Anderson Arena today or
tomorrow,
you'll
see
exactly what he means.

you back

Intramural notes
Entries for first term intramural soft ball are due today in
the IM office, 201 Memorial Hall. Entries for men's
slow-pitch and coed leagues also are available at the IM
office and from hall directors. Play begins Monday.

Tf f a&aU
w ••

Perhaps this future cage star is a bit worn out after a long day of
drills but his eyes gaze intently is others battle in frenzied games.

Entries are now available for fust term tennis and golf
tournaments. Separate tourneys for men and women will be

Captains head swim recruits

held if there are sufficient entries.
Entries may be obtained at the IM office and from hall
directors and are due July I. Play begins July 5.

on the Cincinnati Anderson

SUMMER INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE

Six captains of their high
school swimming teams are
among eight recruits who
have
signed
national
letters-of-intent to attend
Bowling Green, swimming
coach
Tom
Stuhbs
has
announced.
The
list
of
recruits
includes the following men:
Jeff France, captain and
most valuable swimmer on
the Greenville High School
team, who holds school
marks in the 100 freestyle
($3.5).
200
freestyle
(2:03.°) and the 200-yard
medley
and
400-yard
freestyle relays;
Daryl Hable. co-captain
of the Faimew High School
team, who participated in
the state meet for four
years.
The
backstroke
specialist placed sixth in the
state this year and has best
times of 54.6 and 2:00.3 for
the
100
and
200-yard
events;
Jim Gleason, co-captain
and most valuable swimmer

team who holds the school
mark of 4:54.4 for the
500-fteestyle and who swam
on three relay teams at the
state meet;
ROB DISTLER, captain
of the Birmingham, Mich.
Seaholm
conference
championship
team
who
helped
the
400-freestyle
relay team post conference
and district records last
winter. As a sprinter, Distler
has best times of 22.7 for
the 50 and 4Q.8 for the 100;
Rich tnderle. captain and
most valuable swimmer at
Port Clinton High School,
who holds school records in
the
100-freestyle (S2.2).
200-freestyle (1:57.0) and
500 freestyle (5:27.2);
Bill Brown, co-captain of
the Canton Lehman team,
who holds school records in
the 50 (23.9). 100 (52.3)
and 200 (2:05.4) freestyles;
Greg ('offman. a member
of
the
Blue
Dolphin

• ALL*
FRATERNITY MEN
IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN PROMOTING
BOTH THE SORORITY AND FRATERNITY
SYSTEMS TO ALL INCOMING FRESHMEN,
CONTACT US ABOUT

SUMMER RUSH
We Need Your Help!
DAN PONTON
EDFAHOURY
352-0283
OR 131 State St.,
707 6th St., Apt. !•
Apt. Bl
OR STOP AT 425 STUDENT SERVICES

Swimming
Club
of
Defiance, who won the
Dolphin age group awards
during the summers of 1974
and 1975; and
Jeff Wolf, excellent sprint
freestyler from Cincinnati
Forest Park High School,
who finished seventh in the
50-yard freestyle at the
state meet with a time of
22.2.

At the day's end, Mike Ehrenfried takes a breather
and watches youngsters divided up into teams play
pmes at the University's summer sports school's
basketball camp at Anderson Arena Ehrenfried,
vanity assistant for the Falcon cagers, is hoping that
the youths have listened to the instruction he has
given them earlier and are applying that knowledge in
these pmes.

• • *

FIRST TERM

ENTRIES DUE PLAY BEGINS

THINK OF THE PERFECT PLACE ...

Slow-pitch Softball
Coed softball

June 24
June 24
July I
July I

You'll Think Olde Orchard Condominiums

Tennis (singles)
Golf (individual)

Save the News

We'll send a
Canon TX

direct
to your door
for only
$172

No« you can hm Canon quality m an aconomical ptK> ranaa. Tha
Canon TX haa cantaoyaajhtad MlHHajh tha-aara mam inf. a hot Wloa
lo. co'dlm Hath pnoloataphy, anal an anchnma breach-lock law
mount. Tha TX accastt naarty 40 Canon FD and Fl tatlMlanaaa. Sand
ua a carlilitd cnaek lo. SI 72.00 or induda all tha numbanon your
Mattai Chanja Card or BanaAmailcard (add 3% lor Banl.Aina.ica.dl
andwa'll land a naw Canon TX with a 50mm II I SC lam and caw
dxactly to you. doo. via Ututad Parcel SVy-ca
Sand you. ordai. you. paynvant. and row nama. addren and phona
numba. to Hal... 3» W Hu.on. Chicaao. II00110. Wa no.mally
into within 41 hou.t ot tha racaian of your orda. II you ha*t
any quattiont. oktata call or wrata.
I'I laroaat pfca
IM
■IS*
—
M OUaafa'l krami Rraafa.

HELIX

325
325 Wait
West Huron
Huron StrSTChlcago 60*10
312/944-4400

June 28
June 28
July 5
JulyS

Coed-Sprays
Repellent Gas
at Assailant

A 19-year-old University of
Minnesota sophomore escaped from in armed astail*
ant early Friday by sprayinga repellent .fat in h i i facr.
June C Linden, 5 5 6 3
Shorevit'w Av , fold
police ahe had
|UM
returned
In line from rehearting a produ< non .it Dudley Riitsa's Cafe E^prcsvi
about 12 15 a.m. and v.**
parking her tar in the garac*
when a man emerged from
■ he d*ikne*i and p.i.nted a
gun at her.
She screamed. «.he told polite, but he told her to he
'ruiet and Me down in the
•v K ve.«i He ■<*>(< the car
k-yt and Mined backing out
uf ihe g-uage.
She told police the nun
wa< "stunned" by the spray
and .iilowed her m escape
nut ihe back door. Ihe man
fled nn foot a\ .he screamed
for her parent*.
THE DAUGHTER told h.i
nvtther "If it hadn't been
I >t lie <pfjy. I wouldn't r.jve
\'mi the courage W try'lo get
aw.iy
Free in for mat km
Valarie Products
P.O. Box 627
Maumec.OH

43537

In The Beautiful Three Meadows Planned
Community In Historical
Perrysburg, Ohio
%

There ere many considerations when you plan a move to Olde Orchard.
All of them can be on the plus side
As an instructor or professor at Bowling Green State University a
bunnessperson in town, the convenience of a short ten minute drive to a place
where nature surrounds you Is no problem
As a person who wants to save money there is the tax advantage At
Olde Orchard, you build equity while you deduct your interest
The major difference' At Olde Orchard you don't cut the grass shovel
the snow or clean up around the grounds, someone else takes care of those
chores
The appearance is that of a single family dwelling, each unit ,s dis
tinctive and contains either a two or three bedroom condominium of your
choice.
At Olde Orchard you will be assured that the value ol your property in
creases each year
See the people who know what Olde Orchard can do for you plan a
drive there today Cad collect (4191 874 7567 for an appointment

OPEN SUNDAY 12 TO 5 P.M.
Direction.: locate*] off of ».. 1-75 toko the F.rry.bvrg o>lt at at. Jo to Three
Meadows Drive fellow to the ond o» the drive to Olde Orchard.
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